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A call to arms by a group of French intellectuals that rejects leftist reform and aligns itself with

younger, wilder forms of resistance.
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Any book indirectly responsible for massive raids involving helicopters and anti-terrorist police, a

splenetic Fox News broadcast and an impromptu book-reading at a Barnes & Noble book shop in

New York (also attended by the police) must have something going for it. And so it is with  The

Coming Insurrection, the kind of political pamphlet last fashionable in the 17th century (and perhaps

for a period in the 1960s and '70s). (Frieze Magazine)For culture jammers, anarchists and

malcontents everywhere, The Coming Insurrection is a bracing tonic -- an elegant and inspiring call

to arms. (Adbusters)I am not calling for a ban on this book. It's important that you read this book. [...]

And let me tell you something: Don't dismiss these people. Don't dismiss them. (Fox News)This is

quite possibly the most evil thing I've ever read. (Fox News)...without a doubt the most

thought-provoking radical text to be published in the past ten years. It deserves to be read and

discussed. (New Statesman)

The Invisible Committee is the collective pen name for a small group of French post-Situationist



intellectuals and academics.

In no way endorse ideas presented herein. Very short and disturbing account of what will befall the

civilized world if we continue living with blinders and paying more attention to electronic toys and

playing the PC game than continued learning, reading and understanding the political climate.

Great Product / Outstanding Service...thanks

I found it Hard to read but very insightful - know what might happen in the future should history

repeat itself

Everything as expected. Fast Shipping!

This is truly a book to get you thinking. Our society needs to reevaluate the role of citizenship and

leadership. Exactly what are our leaders doing in their decision making? Is it always in our best

interests? Why are there behavioral modificationists in the top strata of our leadership? This book

evaluates issues and gets us thinking about our society in a sobering fashion!

The book itself is very intriguing, but the Kindle version is improperly formatted, so that sentences

end and begin sporadically. The people who converted this text did not pay close enough attention

to the unique page numbering contained in this volume, and as a result, the Kindle version is nearly

impossible to read properly.

Honestly, this seemed more like the complaints of the weak-willed and lazy than it did of a manifesto

for action which is what I thought it was going to be like. It's short and worth a read if the subject

interests you because it offers a very different perspective than most others I've read on politics and

"social struggle".

promoted by Glenn Beck relating to talking points he was making at the time. Worth reading for

todays world. Get it
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